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We're living in an era of fast and unpredictable change. Billions of people are connected to each
other through their mobile devices and the Internet of Everything (IoE). Data is being collected
and processed like never before. The era of AI through reliability and statistical machine
computing as well as intelligent and recommender systems with almost all applications and
service industry has experienced a dramatic shift in the past two decades to a truly global
industry, known as the Industry 4.0. The forces that have driven this change are still at play and
will continue. Most of the products that affect our daily lives are becoming even more complex
than ever.
Articles concerning new theoretical research and methods on reliability and statistical computing
are solicited. Preference will be given to papers with real-world applications over purely
theoretical papers. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:
 Mathematical and statistical methods in reliability
 Big data modeling and prediction
 Statistical learning algorithms, models and theories
 Machine learning theories, models and systems
 Large scale optimization
 Text mining and deep machine learning
 Reliability and dependability of intelligent systems
 Reliability modeling and optimization
 Causal embeddings for recommendation
 Statistical inference for recommendation systems
Applications
 Best practices and lessons learned on developing products in complex systems
 Industrial Case Studies in Intelligent systems
 Internet of Everything (IoE) applications
Instructions for authors can be found at:
https://www.springer.com/journal/10479/submission-guidelines
Authors should submit a cover letter and a manuscript by February 15, 2023, via the Journal’s
online submission site. Manuscripts submitted after the deadline may not be considered for the
special issue and may be transferred, if accepted, to a regular issue.
Please see the Author instructions on the web site if you have not yet submitted a paper through
Springer’s web-based system, Editorial Manager. When prompted for the article type, please
select Original Research. On the Additional Information screen you will then be asked if the

manuscript belongs to a special issue, please choose the special issue’s title, Reliability and
Statistical Computing, to ensure that it will be reviewed for this special issue.
Papers will be subject to a strict review process under the supervision of the Guest Editor, and
accepted papers will be published online individually, before print publication.
Guest Editor: Hoang Pham, Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering, Rutgers
University, Piscataway, New Jersey, USA; Email: hopham@soe.rutgers.edu

